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PNEUMATIC VACUUM TABLE SVN250 - BASIC MODULE

€97,07 (excl. VAT)

This pneumatic vacuum table is designed to clamp smooth, non-porous workpieces. The vacuum between
the base of the table and the workpiece ensures firm clamping and leaves no traces after use. To make
the table vacuum, it must be connected to an external compressor (not included). Thanks to its compact
size, this vacuum table is suitable for use in the workshop as well as outdoors. Because you can place the

table both vertically and horizontally, this module is ideal for a wide range of applications.

Using the rubber seals included as standard, you can easily divide the table into smaller sections.
Standard delivery with one rubber seal already installed and a transparent tube for the air supply with

1/4" quick-release coupling.

SKU: VIR-SVN250
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This pneumatic vacuum table is designed to clamp smooth, non-porous workpieces. The vacuum between the
base of the table and the workpiece ensures firm clamping and leaves no traces after use. To make the table

vacuum, it must be connected to an external compressor (not included). Thanks to its compact size, this
vacuum table is suitable for use in the workshop as well as outdoors. The table itself must be fixed with screws
in the provided holes. Because you can place the table both vertically and horizontally, this module is ideal for a

wide range of applications. Clamp workpieces for gluing, milling, trimming, etc...

Using the standard supplied rubber seals, you can easily divide the table into smaller sections. This is very
useful for securing small pieces, for example. To secure larger workpieces, you can use multiple modules to

prevent sagging. The optional distributor (ref. 5046350) allows you to connect up to five basic pneumatic
modules at the same time. In this way you can operate them synchronously. Standard delivery with one rubber

seal already installed and a transparent tube for the air supply with 1/4" quick-release coupling.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Pneumatic vacuum table
External compressor

Use up to 5 tables synchronously (if distribution block is used)
Both horizontally and vertically
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Avoids damage to the workpiece

DESCRIPTION

This pneumatic vacuum table is designed to clamp smooth, non-porous workpieces. The vacuum between the
base of the table and the workpiece ensures firm clamping and leaves no traces after use. To make the table

vacuum, it must be connected to an external compressor (not included). Thanks to its compact size, this
vacuum table is suitable for use in the workshop as well as outdoors. The table itself must be fixed with screws
in the provided holes. Because you can place the table both vertically and horizontally, this module is ideal for a

wide range of applications. Clamp workpieces for gluing, milling, trimming, etc... Using the standard supplied
rubber seals, you can easily divide the table into smaller sections. This is very useful for securing small pieces,

for example. To secure larger workpieces, you can use multiple modules to prevent sagging. The optional
distributor (ref. 5046350) allows you to connect up to five basic pneumatic modules at the same time. In this

way you can operate them synchronously. Standard delivery with one rubber seal already installed and a
transparent tube for the air supply with 1/4" quick-release coupling.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0,325 kg

Dimensions 16 × 20 × 2,2 cm

Dimensions work surface 150x150mm

Holding force 800gr/cm² at 6 bar

Working pressure 5,5-7 bar

Air flow needed at 5.5 bars 28l/min


